
                                                                                         

 

 
 

SHOW JUMPING SHOW 
 

BANK HOLIDAY MONDAY 27th MAY 2024 
 

AT DAYLESFORD, GL56 0YH 
with the kind permission of Lord and Lady Bamford 

 

ALL ENTRIES IN ADVANCE VIA HORSE EVENTS  
 

ENTRIES CLOSE on Friday 24th May 2024 
Entries secretary: Nicky Browne - for late withdrawals email hhpcdc@gmail.com 

MOBILE ON DAY ONLY 07941180906 
 

SOPHIE MARTINDALE WILL BE THERE ALL DAY TO GIVE HELP & ENCOURAGEMENT AS REQUIRED  
 

THIS EVENT IS ONLY OPEN TO HEYTHROP HUNT PONY CLUB MEMBERS  
 
 

ONLY TRAINED FIRST AIDERS WILL BE IN ATTENDANCE  
 

NO DOGS ALLOWED (no exceptions please) 
 

ALL DROPPINGS/LITTER TO BE PICKED UP AND TAKEN HOME PLEASE 
  

NO TIEING HORSES OR HAYNETS OUTSIDE TRAILERS or LORRIES                                       

mailto:hhpcdc@gmail.com


SCHEDULE 
To commence at 8.30am 

   Class                                  Entry fee 
    1.  Show Jumping - Jumps not exceeding 30cm      £15.00                                 

      Lead rein, assisted and un-assisted sections 
    2.  Show Jumping - Jumps not exceeding 40cm      £15.00                                 

      Lead rein, assisted and un-assisted sections                               
    3. Show Jumping - Jumps not exceeding 50cm        £15.00 

    4. Show Jumping - Jumps not exceeding 60cm                              £15.00 

    5. Show Jumping - Jumps not exceeding 70cm                              £15.00 

    6. Pairs Show Jumping - Jumps not exceeding 70cm           £20.00 

    7. Show Jumping - Jumps not exceeding 80cm            £15.00 

    8. Pairs Show Jumping - Jumps not exceeding 80cm           £20.00 

    9. Show Jumping - Jumps not exceeding 90cm            £15.00 

    10. Pairs Show Jumping - Jumps not exceeding 90cm           £20.00 

    11.  Show Jumping - Jumps not exceeding 100cm     £15.00 

    12.  Show Jumping - Jumps 105cm with a few at 110cm (if sufficient entries) £15.00 

The Pairs SJ will run over the same course as the individual class. The first rider jumps the 
first half of the course, finishing in the ‘box’ where the second rider is waiting. The second 
rider jumps the remaining fences of the course. At the changeover 8 hooves need to be in 
the box at the same time. 

 
PRIZES to 3rd place & ROSETTES to 10th place 

 
Conditions of entry 

1. The Organisers reserve the right to refuse any entry and to alter the programme as weather or any other 
condition requires. 

2. The competition is run under PC SJ Rules 2024 – see for tack & rider equipment. 
3. All competitors’ hats must be tagged with the pink PC tag and comply with PC hat rules and hair nets should 

be worn for any shoulder length hair. 
4. Back protectors are recommended for show jumping. 
5. No jewellery (except earring studs) to be worn except for medical jewellery. 
6. No horse/pony is to compete more than once by the same rider in any one class unless HC. 
7. All competitors will agree to abide by the rules of the competition. 
8. The Judge’s decision is final. 

 
HEALTH & SAFETY: The organisers of this event have taken all reasonable precautions to ensure the health and safety of everyone 
present.  For these measures to be effective everyone must take all reasonable precautions to avoid and prevent accidents occurring 
and must obey the instructions of the organisers and all officials and stewards. 
 LEGAL LIABILITY:  Save for the death or personal injury caused by the negligence of the organisers or anyone for whom they are   
in law responsible, neither the organisers of this event or the Pony Club nor any agent, employee or representative of these bodies 
nor the landlord or his tenant, accepts any liability for any accident, loss, damage, injury or illness to horses, owners, r iders, 
spectators, land, cars, their contents and accessories or any other personal property whatsoever, whether caused by their 
negligence, breach of contract or in any other way whatsoever.  Entries are only accepted on this basis. 


